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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Cheba Hut is coming to Henderson, Nevada with an opening date of Monday, December 19th!

Henderson, NV - The shop located on North Stephanie Street, in Henderson, NV will be the state’s fourth
Cheba Hut location. After years of requests from fans, the cannabis-themed restaurant and bar can’t
wait to light the joint up and become Henderson's hangout for curing cottonmouth and the munchies.

Elevated Huts Inc, the Franchise Group owned by David Timmons and Kyle Archer, operate 19 locations
in Nevada and Colorado. They are a staple in the success of this fast-casual concept and are eager to get
the doors open and celebrate with some epic giveaways, live music and more. "We are excited to expand
in Nevada and have plans to open multiple locations in 2023" says Timmons.

Dan Klehm, Elevated Huts, Inc.’s COO, shares that the Henderson shop will feature a giant patio and
indoor/outdoor full liquor bar, “Nothing better than a Dank Sub and a signature Cheba Cocktail!”

Elevated Huts, Inc. is Cheba Hut Franchising’s largest Franchise Group and they have continued plans to
expand across Nevada and Colorado. In being an original (OG), the Elevated leadership team and their
crew understand the importance of “Keeping It Real” and sticking with those specific Cheba Culture
vibes. Most Elevated shops feature an original mural by the insanely talented Josh Finley, and the
Henderson shop will be no exception.

“This will be our biggest mural in Nevada, expanding an area of 420 square feet of f*cking awesomeness,
a detail that was not overlooked by our longtime homie, Finley,” says Seth Larsen, the brand’s Chief
Relationship Officer.

The shop located at 470 N Stephanie St STE 100, will open its doors on Monday, December 19th at 10am.
The shop will be celebrating opening day with prizes, vendors onsite, and a 4:20pm Homie Party. Make
sure you grab your homies and go celebrate the shop and its crew! For more information on the party
check out Instagram @ChebaHut.Nevada

About Cheba Hut: Cheba Hut has been escaping the established and getting “toasted” since 1998.
Breaking the moldof mundane fast-casual concepts by becoming the first marijuana-themed sandwich
“joint,” Cheba Hut is dedicated to providing customers with delicious, memorable sandwich and munchie
options in a chill, eclectic environment where genuine people serve made-to-order food. Cheba Hut’s fun
and authentic dining experience includes a full-service bar and highlights its menu because it’s not about
getting high; it’s about epic food and legendary service! For more information, check us out on
Facebook, Instagram and TikTok.
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